Rapid Map™ Facilitation

1. **DEVELOP THE SESSION ITINERARY**
   Findley consultants meet with key project leads to develop objectives and questionnaire for a session.

2. **EXPLORE THE OPTIONS**
   Participants brainstorm about possible solutions and challenges. All ideas are posted on storyboards.

3. **FOCUS ON YOUR KEY DESTINATION**
   Participants actively prioritize ideas and suggestions through a visual and tactile process.

4. **REFINE YOUR DIRECTION**
   Once ideas are prioritized, the group explores the best ideas deeper and reaches consensus about what needs action.

5. **CREATE THE ACTION PLAN**
   Action Plans make sure everyone understands the tasks that must be completed. The group agrees to a timeline and responsibilities.

6. **DOCUMENT THE MAP**
   Findley delivers a report that documents the session results. Once the client approves the report, it can be used to track implementation of the action plan.